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Escape your own way.Whether you recognize it or not, you're at battle with yourself. There's
anxiousness. You can win— Self-sabotaging tendencies.and illustrates how to use them to
accomplish ongoing victory.It is battle, but all is not lost.  The dark dog of depressive disorder.
Selfishness.Tim Tebow, Heisman Trophy champion; This is effective! He identifies four weapons
you have got at your disposal—thoughts, words, behaviors, and power— Narcissism.Levi personally
realizes that the hardest battle is the one we’s Word can help you learn toretaliate against your
anxiety by filling your center with truth and making it inhospitable to terrorstop getting
victimized by your poor behaviors and become the victor you were born to be overcome self-
imposed isolation by understanding how to think right so that you can live rightspare your loved
ones needless heartache by confronting your dysfunction so they don’t have toIt’re fighting
against ourselves. Declare battle and become the individual, the spouse, the mother or father,
and the leader God intended you to end up being. Through his own tale, he strives to greatly
help others escape their own way and into the truth of who they are in God.Compliment for I
Declare Battle“We all have been created in the image of God. We don’t have be chained by our
feelings. The practical tools, scriptural teaching, and trusted assistance found in I Declare War
are invaluable to anyone who would like to embrace victory in their own existence!t have to do
the items we don’t wish to accomplish. We don’m thus thankful he’In I Declare War, Levi Lusko
candidly shares about his struggles with moodiness, bullying, suicidal thoughts, evening terrors,
and difficulty managing himself. Yet how often do we not really live based on this truth? One of
the reasons I admire and respect Levi is usually his transparency and seek out truth. He doesn’t
shy from the hard or ugly stuff.  That’”—if you choose to engage. NY Times bestselling author“
These practical equipment from God’s time to stop being your own worst type of enemy. This
book will help you do just that!”t have to be defined by our failures, errors, or sin.s poured out
the biblical wisdom he’— We don’s so why We’s gained on the way into the web pages of the
book.Lysa TerKeurst, NY Times bestselling author; president of Proverbs 31 Ministries  The
shortcoming to do the great things you lengthy to do because you spend so many hours
mindlessly drifting through the internet.
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Wolf-Packed With Good Info?! It wasn't all I hoped it would be and I didn't "wolf" it down.. It is
also okay that the ideas and details in this text aren't new, which he admits.) We are much too
quick to forget essential facts we have to live lives of victory and slipping into negativity as a
default mode (his words), therefore i don't regret reading it. I can also see it assisting me as a
mother or father elucidating to my kids, though I still choose to do it directly through the zoom
lens of Scripture vs.” on my Mickey espresso mug rather than “Have an excellent day” (Disney is
relating!) and “Armed and prepared! This is among the best books I have ever read!” that We
particularly like.I did hope that I would gain at least some excellent new insight for "the battle".
Despite the fact that the writer and I are the same age, reading the same Bible, and most likely
reading and listening to some of the same Christian leaders, he has provided this before, or at
least shown concepts in a zestful fresh light. We all have things that hold us back and maintain
us down and to have the ability to understand and conquer them is definitely life changing!! I
saved one to offer as an example, but am not seeing it now among all the other highlights. This
reserve is written by a REAL person, who has issues just like I perform, and for some reason I’m
more ready to take his assistance because of that. This weakened the reading knowledge, as do
his informing of how painstaking it had been to write the book. That's like if you are shopping in
a shop and the employees are asking for their lunch breaks in front of you and discussing just
how many hours until they reach go home. Not fun for the customer; Thank you Levi because of
this book!Also, there were a couple factors I don't trust, like that when we speak, we have the
same power as when God speaks. I wish I had saved the snippets to share, but there have been
some concepts that I'm not certain are biblical. That is a subject many pastors and authors have
got addressed, but it seems like each person who does provides something new or a fresh way to
say the same thing so that it will not seem trite and a retreading of the same ground. This book
may be the battle plan for winning the war within. Absolutely life changing!Explaining the basic
concepts in ways many people can easily relate with gives me ideas to get how exactly to talk to
individuals who need Jesus, or who claim to learn him but need much more of him. While
reading it, I did so reflect on the concepts rather often, as I frequently contemplate such ideas
(my degrees are in psych and counseling), and some points that stuck out had been seeing “Make
it an excellent day!He discusses how our insecurities can trap us and shape all of us into people
we don’t desire to be. (Wolf likeness is one of the main designs in this book. He presents them in
clever, more amusing ways sometimes, which may help us think about them more often, and
therefore apply them. In the future, however, I'd like a work that is for a far more mature
audience with an increase of intricate considerations. We are our very own worst enemies It’s
true. Although I received the book this way, it did not impact my opinion of this book nor my
review Patiently waiting..I have love love loved this publication. I really like Pastor Levi’s ministry
anyway, but this book was so therefore needed as of this particular stage in my life. Good Read
This book is established using 4 cards. hardly ever once did Personally i think like I had been
“talked down to,” or anything like this. It was like extra terms in the sentence that didn't make
sense there, or as though he (or the editor) had place two different wordings of a sentence
collectively, forgetting to delete one. I think this would be great for fresh Christians and
seasoned Christians. The war analogy is not brand-new, as Joyce Meyer provided Battlefield of
your brain rather long ago, and that's alright..! I’m buying copies as Christmas gifts this
year...partly because I thonk EVERYONE NEEDS TO READ IT, and partly because I don’t want to
share my copy! Be kind to yourself and buy this reserve for you personally, your friends, your
family as well as your neighbor!Anyway, I offer all this as a coach, not a critic, as he explains in
his second preaching message in this series, and more importantly, as a sister in Christ who



actually appreciates what Levi does. I also made many highlights in my Kindle edition, because
new or not, I'd like the reality fresh on my mind, and it's helpful to possess shorter blurbs easily
available. Thank you for writing this publication Pastor Levi, I am so excited to become armed
with the tool to take control of my life, rather than let life take control of me, and truly end up
being the person God designed me to be. A book that shows how to practically apply God's
guarantees to win the fight of your mind This book has been added to my top ten books ever and
I own hundreds of books!! He not merely explains about God's claims of provisioin, power, and
grace to earn the battle in your mind, he also shows you how to apply those guarantees by his
true to life examples. 'I Declare Battle' is a page turner that you'll not want to put. I would
recommend you get a set aside two days to learn the reserve because it'll pull you in!
Compliment God ! I pray God continues to bless and secure you, your loved ones, and Fresh Life
Church!!!!!It was disappointing to see in least five significant mistakes in the Kindle edition that
were thus glaring it didn't make sense for the editor to miss them.! You will not only know how to
change but you will want to change. This reserve is a resource I'll use to finally get over all of the
internal battles I encounter!or anyone really!! It looks like his work is principally targeted to
seekers and fresh believers, and I'm deeper into my faith walk than that, yet worth his style,
specifically with the cultural relevance.!! Thank you Levi for posting your battles therefore open
and honestly! I enjoy hearing Levi's messages and idea his book, Swipe Best, was excellent, so
really looked forwards to this one. Sometimes we Christians have to hear from our leaders that
they are facing our same difficulties! Levi reminds us that we have the tools to win this fight. This
book not merely empathizes with you but teaches you a practical way to RISE above all that is
holding you back to become what God has generated you for!by  The premise of the publication
is easy: through addressing our thoughts, words, actions, and relying on the power of the Holy
Spirit for help, anyone has the capacity to overcome all the stuff that is holding him or her back,
idolatry. So excited to finally sit down and read this reserve! Absolutely Life Changing! Pastor Levi
Lusko is one of the most real authors you'll read. Put simply, this book is a four-part battle plan
against idolatry in its many forms. This book is amazing!! Each card provides a theme and how to
combat them. This is a review of the book I Declare Battle  This generation needs this book I
actually went into this publication not knowing a lot about it, I just went for this because I've
browse Levi's other books and been through his last 1 with my youth ministry. I’m therefore
grateful! It is more than only a book filled up with general godly principles, it's a reserve filled up
with godly principles that generation in extreme dependence on. Thankful currently & I'm
worked up about the practicality of the lessons and I'll be buying more books to give away along
with Swipe Right I’m prepared to fight!! I highly recommend “I Declare War” by Levi LuskoI just
love his honesty in speaking about the powerof our words, to ourselves and to those all around
us. wolf lifestyle!! This is a publication that I am hoping will be browse by many. I can make
smarter choices with my phrases knowing God loves me and can help me. GREAT BOOK Such a
great book! I’m half method through it and I can’t quit reading it! I’ve been dealing a lot with
myself on the inside, doubt, depression, stress and anxiety.Thanks to NetGalley, the author and
the publisher for the ARC of the publication. at least for me personally. CHANGE YOUR DAILY
LIFE - READ THIS Reserve!!! expectant of great items! Alright, so what's We Declare War about?
Essential read! On a similar vein, Levi, do you want to please keep an eye on saying "Oh my God"
in your sermons, basically as a manifestation versus speaking with Him? I Declare War is zero
exception on this. As the topic of dealing with idolatry is as older as idolatry itself, Lusko's
reserve is a practical one which the reader will see worth picking up.!. He provides a strong basis
of Scripture, personal anecdotes and request tips, along with 21st Century pre-millenial snark to



keep the publication moving and put a fresh light on what can feel just like "the same kind of
stuff." Disappointing We picked this up with high hopes - and a Willie Robertson
recommendation. I love this book! After that it began to be considered a bit too pandering with
too many stupid jokes and far too many graphic adolescent stories about the author in the
centre school locker area etc. I came across the advice very good and conveyed extremely well
which makes it super easy to understand. A poor guest-preacher sermon that goes on much too
longer. Thank you Pastor Levi for writing another practical book and to be vulnerable. The world
requirements this!” as a suggested response to “How are you? Pastor Levi is an excellent
communicator who unpacks life changing truths in such a way that it is digestible and practical
and inspirational! This is often how I feel. I'll keep this close. I've all of the Bible verses on take
note cards. We provide a Mighty God! Many thanks Levi Lusko for honesty and obedience to god,
the father. The thing I love most about it is that I feel encouraged;! I’m prepared to fight,
surrounded by an atmosphere of faith, while putting to use the info in this book. The reserve had
no real point beyond the name and has nothing at all to add to other book already out there. But
this publication has been helping me walk in success.. But why is this book poignant and worth
the read is definitely everything Lusko provides to the page to perform his thesis. Go buy and
read now! How exactly to declare war.!! If you want to stay the same then don't read this book. If
you would like to see your daily life changed for the better then you definitely want to learn this.
If I will get a hold of this ( and I'll) , my life will be changed daily. Levi is indeed honest about the
things he struggles with that it offers hope to all people who are coping with similar issues. You
NEED to learn this!! This book has already established a big impact in my life. It begins as
memoir of a kid with extreme anxiety - just like the book Age of Stress and anxiety by Scott
Stossel, then begins to sound a little bit like John Eldridge's Crazy At Heart, therefore i was
encouraged to read on. It offers helped me to refocus and re-think some situations in my life
that is happening at this time. I didn’t realize what a direct effect this book would have in my life!
I ended up linking with this book on an extremely deep level. Great conversation with our
teenage son! This book has already been having a huge effect on my family. By my teens
prompting, he and my wife have already been reading it jointly. Pastor Levi's vulnerability, his
examples, and questions are allowing discussion with my boy about points he's facing in his
youthful life that we may not have had in any other case! I am a youth pastor and I also function
in a therapeutic youth group house, and it's really only Monday (I browse the reserve over the
weekend) and I'm already taking a lot of points that I've learned and deciding on myself, and
approaching the youngsters I work with and moving it on.Levi Lusko.
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